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Abstract: In this paper we investigate the problem of configuration distinguishability for 
the EFSM model, specifically, given a configuration and an arbitrary set of 
configurations, determine an input sequence such that the EFSM in the given 
configuration produces an output sequence different from that of the 
configurations in the given set or at least in a maximal proper subset. Such a 
sequence can be used in a test case to confirm the destination configuration. 
We demonstrate that the distinguishability problem could be reduced to the 
EFSM traversal problem, so that the existing methods and tools developed in 
the context of model checking become applicable. The theoretical framework 
for determining configuration-confirming sequences based on projections and 
products of EFSMs is presented. Our approach can be implemented in a 
number of heuristic test derivation strategies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is widely acknowledged that the model of extended FSM (EFSM) is a 
very powerful model for verification and test derivation. There exist a 
number of tools that support development activities around specifications 
based on the EFSM model. In particular, the commercial tools available on 
SOL [1, 2] now offer test generation facilities. Such tools may resort to 
reachability analysis to compute tests that will cover transitions of the EFSM 
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and provide test preambles to reach specific configurations of the EFSM 
enabling the transitions to be tested. However, they currently do not check 
the tail state of transitions or the configurations reached after a test. This 
casts doubt on the confidence that the tests have really assessed the 
corresponding behavior of the tested machine (known as Implementation 
Under Test), let alone that they would reach a significant coverage of faults 
in tail states and configurations. 

In contrast, the classical FSM model allows one to systematically derive 
tests with so-called complete fault coverage in the sense that such a test suite 
detects any fault modeled by a mutant FSM within an assumed bound on the 
number of states in implementations. The completeness stems from the fact 
that the implementation states can be pairwise distinguished, identified and 
compared with specification states using appropriate state identification or 
confirming sequences (such as aDS or W set). The corresponding methods 
are discussed in a number of surveys, see e.g., [3, 4]. 

An EFSM can often be viewed as a compressed notation of an FSM. It is 
possible to unfold it into a pure FSM by expanding the values of the 
parameters, assuming that all the domains are finite. The latter have to be 
reduced in order to alleviate the state and input explosion problem. The 
result of this unfolding is a pure FSM computed as the reachability graph of 
the EFSM. Henceforth, we shall use the term "configuration" to mean a state 
of the unfolded machine, i.e., a node of the reachability graph, which can be 
labeled with a couple consisting of a state and a vector value for the context 
variables of the EFSM (this will be detailed in Section 2). 

It is not realistic to achieve perfect configuration identification as in 
testing of a flat FSM, mainly because of state/test explosion effect, widely 
understood today. Nevertheless, augmenting test cases by appending tail 
sequences, which could increase the confidence that the reached 
configuration is correct, would certainly pay off. 

The crucial point for defming such an approach is the form in which the 
set of configurations, w.r.t. which the destination configuration has to be 
confirmed, is given. In a trivial situation, the set is just a singleton and to 
find a sequence separating the two configurations one may attempt 
"perebor", i.e., a brute force search, for example, by flattening the EFSM 
into a pure FSM. In the other extreme situation, the set includes all the 
possible configurations, when perebor most probably fails. In a more 
"realistic" or interesting situations, the test designer provides a list of states, 
for each of which a set of suspicious contexts is defined by assigning some 
values to certain context variables, while leaving the others free, i.e., 
unknown. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the 
EFSM model and make certain assumptions about the class of specification 
machines. Section 3 addresses the problem in a formal way; configuration 
distinguishability is defined, various settings of the configuration confirming 
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sequence generation are discussed and unified in a general framework. 
Section 4 relates the obtained results to previous work. Section 5 concludes 
the paper. 

2. EFSMMODEL 

The model of a Mealy (finite state) machine extended with input and 
output parameters, context variables, operations and predicates defined over 
context variables and input parameters, is what is understood by an extended 
FSM in this paper. We first define all the objects of an extended machine, at 
the same time introduce necessary notations and then define the way it 
operates respecting the semantics of Mealy machines. 

Definition 2.1. An extended finite state machine (EFSM) M is a pair (S,T) 
of a set of states S and a set of transitions T between states from S, such that 
each transition te Tis a tuple (s, x, P, op, y, up, s'), where 
- s, s' eS are the initial and final states of the transition, respectively; 
- xeX is input, X is a set of inputs, and D;np is the set of input vectors, each 

component of an input vector corresponds to an input parameter 
associated with x; 

- ye Y is output, Y is a set of outputs, and Dout is the set of output vectors, 
each component of an output vector corresponds to an output parameter 
associated with y; 

- P, op, and up are functions, defined over input parameters and context 
variables V, namely, 

P: D;npx xf:lv ~{True, False} is a predicate, where Dv is a set of context 
vectors v; 
op: D;np xDv ~Daut is an output parameter function; 
up: D;np: xDv ~ Dv fs a context update function. 

0 
To define the operation of an EFSM, we first introduce some additional 

definitions. 

Definition 2.2. Given input x and a (possibly empty) set of input vectors 
D;npx' a pair of input x and input vector from D;npx is called a parameterized 
input. A sequence of parameterized inputs is called a parameterized input 
sequence. 

0 
Similarly, we define parameterized outputs and their sequences. 

Definition 2.3. A context vector f eDv is called a context of M. A 
configuration of M is a pair of state s and context f. 

0 
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Note that in case of an empty set of context variables, a configuration 
coincides with a state. 

Definition 2.4. A transition is said to be enabled for a configuration and 
parameterized input if the transition predicate evaluates to true. 

0 
The EFSM operates as follows. The machine receives input along with 

input parameters (if any) and computes the predicate that is satisfied for the 
current configuration. The predicate identifies enabled transitions. A single 
transition among those enabled fires. Executing the chosen transition, the 
machine produces output along with output parameters, which, if they exist, 
are computed from the current context and input parameters by the use of the 
output parameter function. The machine updates the current context 
according to the context update function, and moves from the initial to the 
final state of the transition. Transitions are atomic and cannot be interrupted. 
The machine usually starts from a designated configuration, called the initial 
configuration. A pair of an EFSM M and the initial configuration is called a 
strongly initialized EFSM. 

To simplify the notations for transitions of EFSMs, we present a few 
conventions. Specifically, we normally use (s-x,P/op,y,up-+s') to denote a 
transition t E T. If, in t, P is a True constant, P can be dropped from the 
transition. Similarly, when the transition does not change the context, the 
update function up can be omitted. At the same time, the output parameter 
function can only be absent when output y has no output parameters at all. 
Notations (s-x,Piy-+s'), (s-xly,up-+s'), (s-xly-+s') are examples of 
notations used for such situations. If present in a transition, the update and 
output parameter functions can take forms of operations on separate 
variables, such as assignments. Figure 1 gives an example of a machine 
specified using these notations. 

To define the class of specification machines considered in this paper, we 
first list a number of properties of EFSMs. 

Definition 2.5. An EFSM M is said to be : 
- consistent if for each transition t, every element in D;np xDv evaluates 

exactly one predicate to true among all predicates guar(iing transitions 
with the start state and the input oft; in other words, the predicates are 
mutually exclusive and their disjunction evaluates to true. 

- completely specified if for each pair (s, x) E SxX, there exists at least one 
transition leaving state s with input x. 

- deterministic if any two transitions outgoing from the same state with the 
same input have different predicates. 

- observable if for each state and each input, every outgoing transition with 
the same input has a distinct output. 

0 
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In this paper, we study the problem of deriving configuration-confirming 
sequences, or CCS, for short, for a class of specification EFSMs which are 
consistent, completely specified, deterministic, and observable. We use the 
abbreviation REFSM to refer to a machine from this Restricted class of 
EFSMs. At the same time, in our constructions, we will also use other types 
ofEFSMs, which do not necessarily meet all these requirements. 

3. CONFIGURATION CONFIRMING SEQUENCES 

The problem we are dealing with can be informally stated as follows. We 
know the configuration reached in the REFSM M in response to some 
parameterized input sequence applied to the initial configuration (this is the 
tail configuration of the test up to that point). Our goal is to determine a 
single parameterized input sequence that can increase our confidence in the 
correctness of the configuration reached in any implementation under test 
derived from M. To that end, we try to ensure that we can ascertain the 
correct configuration has been reached in the implementation, or at least that 
no suspicious configuration has been reached. Typically, we might allow an 
implementation to have different values from those specified for non 
relevant context variables, but pay special attention to crucial variables or 
the control state. 

The reason for having a single sequence rather than several as in the W
method for FSM is a practical one : in typical protocol testing, only a single 
check sequence would be associated to a given test case. Also, it is not easy 
to ensure that the same configuration would be reached if the test was rerun, 
as non relevant context variables are allowed to vary. 

For a classical deterministic FSM, a simple i/o sequence (SIS) [5], known 
also as a UIO sequence [6] is a solution to the problem. Assuming that faults 
in any implementation under test neither increase the state number nor mask 
each other, such a sequence can ensure correctness of the tail state of any 
transition once it is executed immediately after the transition. The problem 
ofUIO generation was studied in a number of works, as early as the 1960's, 
see, e.g., [7] and [6] for most recent results. In case of the EFSM model, we 
are dealing with a more general problem, which we call here a configuration 
confirming sequence (CCS) generation. The key issue here is configuration 
distinguishability. 

Finally, for practical reasons again based on experience in protocol 
testing (and on acceptability by test experts), we should try to find 
confirming sequences that are not "too long". Basically, it would not make 
sense to claim that a 1 00-input long sequence would bring enough added 
confidence to justify appending it to test preambles of length 4 or 5, all the 
more so as a confirming sequence, to be fully trustable, has yet to be applied 
in all the other configurations (as in the UIOv-method), since faults may 
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mask each other. Therefore, we will consider that we can set up an arbitrary 
limit I on the length of the sequence. 

3.1 Configuration distinguishability 

We define configuration distinguishability by generalizing a 
corresponding notion used in ordinary Mealy machines. Let M and N be two 
EFSMs defmed over the same inputs and input parameters. M is REFSM, 
while N is also consistent, completely specified, and observable, but not 
necessarily deterministic. We assume that the output alphabets of the two 
machines intersect, but the sets of output parameters associated with each 
common output in M and N are not necessarily identical. 

Definition 3.1. Two parameterized outputs of M and N are said to be 
compatible if the output symbols coincide and every common output 
parameter has the same value in both parameterized outputs. Two 

parameterized output sequences, Yt···Yt of M and y' 1 ••• y' k of N, are 
compatible if for all i = 1, ... , k, Y; andy'; are compatible. 

Based on this notion, we now define distinguishability of configurations. 

Definition 3.2. Given a parameterized input sequence a, configuration c 
of M and configuration c' of N are distinguishable by a if the parameterized 
output sequence, produced by (M,c) in response to a, is not compatible with 
any parameterized output sequence that can be produced by (N,c') in 
response to a. a is said to be a sequence separating c from c'. 

Indistinguishable configurations of REFSMs are also referred to as 
equivalent configurations. Two REFSMs are equivalent if their initial 
configurations are equivalent. Note that in this study, we assume that the 
given REFSM M may have equivalent configurations. 

Definition 3.3. Let (M,(s, f)) and (N,(q, 8)) be strongly initialized, 
consistent, completely specified, observable EFSMs defined over the same 
input alphabet and input parametersbM is determiAistic, while N possibly not. 

A distinguishing machine of (M,(s, 1.' )) for (N,(q, u)) is an EFSM with a state 

set Sx(QJ{fail}), where Sand Q are state sets of M and N, respectively, 

fail E: Q is a designated symbol, and a set of transitions defmed as follows. 
- For every transition of M (s-x,PAiopM,y,up~s') and every qe(QJ 

{fail}), if N has no transition from q with the input x and the output y then 
the transition 

((s,q}-x,PAiopM,y,up~(s' ,[ail)) 
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is defined; if N has a transition (q-x,P,jopN,y,up~q') then two 
transitions 

((s,q}-x,PM/\PN/\(OpM•=opN")fopM,Y,(UpM,UpN)~(s',q')) and 

((s,q}-x,PM/\( -,pNv(opM·-::;:.opN·))IopM,y,up 1 ~(s' jai[)) 
are defined, where opM· and opN• are projections of opM and opN into the 
set of common output parameters of the output y in M and N, respectively, 
and the predicate (opM·=opN•) is satisfied if opM• and opN• have the same 
value for each common output parameter. 

- The set of context variables is VuU, where V and U are the sets of context 
variable1'1of..M and N, respectively (assuming VnU=0). 

- ((s,q), ( v' u)) is t,Qe initial CRnfiguration. 
We use [(M,(s, ¥,.))-(N,(q, u))] to denote the distinguishing machine of 

(M,(s, 8)) for (N,(q, lf)). 
0 

If the outputs y in the M and N have no common output parameter then 
the predicate (opM·=opN•) is a tautology and can be omitted. If, in addition, 

PN is also a True constant then a predicate PM/\( -,pNv(opM·-::;:.opN")) is a 
contradiction ,.\lnd any transition guarded by such a predicate can be removed 
from [(M,(s, v))- (N,(q, fl))], as the transition can never be enabled. Note 
that we require the two machines to have disjoint sets of context variables. 
One can always rename variables to meet this requirement. 

We formulate a few obvious properties of distinguishing machines. 

Proposition 3.4. Given (M,(s})) and (N,(q,8)), where M and N are 
machines from Definition 3.3, the distinguishing machine [(M,(s, 8))
(N,(q, Cm is a consistent, completely specified, deterministic, and 
observable EFSM equivalent to (M,(s, 8)). 

0 
A state is referred to as a fail-state of the machine ([M,(s, 8))-(N,(q, Cm 

if its second substate isjail. 

Proposition 3.5. A paraweterized input sequence takes the distinguishing 
machine [(M,(s, 8))-(N,(q, u))] from the initial configuration to a fail-state if 
it is a separating sequence for (s, 8) and (q, /1). 

0 
The last statement implies that the problem of determining a sequence 

separating two configurations of a given REFSM M can be reduced to a 
well-understood (though hard) reachability problem for EFSMs. In particular, 
any parameterized sequence that labels the shortest sequence of enabled 
transitions from the initial configuration to a fail-state of the distinguishing 
machine is a minimal solution to the original problem. For EFSMs with a 
finite reachability graph, the reachability analysis is theoretically tractable, 
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though hard. The advantage of the approach to configuration 
distinguishability problem that we are developing in this paper, is the 
applicability of existing tools for model checking, i.e., EFSM traversal. In 
practical situations, using such a tool, one usually imposes some limit on the 
length of desired sequences to deal with complexity. In this case, only a 
fragment of the distinguishing machine is required. 

Definition 3.6. Given an EFSM N, the /-fragment of N is defined as a 
submachine of N obtained from the graph of N by pruning nodes, whose 
distance from the initial node exceeds /, along with their adjacent transitions. 

D 
Example. The working example of the paper is the ESFM M shown in 

Figure 1. It has four states and ten transitions that are labeled with two inputs 
a and b, three outputs x, y and z, the latter has a parameter, and four 
predicates. The machine has two context variables, u and w. It is consistent, 
completely specified, deterministic, and observable. 

Assume we are required to find a sequence (if it exists) separating the 
configuration (1; 0,0) from (1; 0,5). Here 1 denotes state 1 and (0,5) means 
u=O and w=5. The length of the sequence should not exceed two, i.e., /=2. 

a/x,u:=l 
b,t#-0/x,u: =0 

b/y 

Figure 1. The EFSM M 

Vxl 
~ 

Figure 2 shows the /-fragment of the distinguishing machine [(M,(l; 
0,0))-(M,(l; 0,5))]. Note that in this fragment, we have not depicted any path 
of length two or more that does not lead to a fail-state. In this diagram, the 
fail-state represents all states of the /-fragment with a fail-substate, namely 
(lfail) and (4fail). The context variables of (M,(l; 0,0)) are u0 and w0• The 
context variables of (M,(l; 0,5)) are u1 and w1• The initial configuration of 
the distinguishing machine is (11; u0=0, w0=0, u1=0, w1=5). By direct 
inspection of the graph, one may see that input a separates the configurations 
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(1; 0,0) and (1; 0,5). The transition from state 11 guarded by the predicate 

w0:s;4A-'(w1:s;4) is enabled and takes the machine to the fail-state. 

b,u0 "* u/z(u0) 

a,w0>4A...,(w1>4)/y,w0:= 0 

a,w0:s;41\ ...,(w1:s;4)/x,w0:= w0+ 1 

Figure 2. The fragment of the distinguishing machine [(M,(l; 0,0))-(M,(l; 0,5))] 

Consider another situation when we are required to find a sequence of 
length at most two that separates the configuration (1; 0,0) from (1; 0,2). The 
/-fragment of the distinguishing machine [(M,(1; 0,0))-(M,(l; 0,2))] is 
exactly what we have just constructed (Figure 2). It has a different initial 
configuration (11; u0=0, w0=0, u1=0, w1=2), though. Reachability analysis 
shows that the fail-state can only be reached when a sequence of four inputs 
is applied. In other words, there is no sequence of length two that separates 
(1; 0,0) from (1; 0,2). 

0 
Based on the above results, we next address the problem of configuration 

confirming sequence generation for an arbitrary set of configurations. 

3.2 Configuration-confirming sequence for a set of 
configurations 

We wish to distinguish a configuration from an arbitrary finite set of 
configurations of a known REFSM. Informally speaking, the set represents 
all possible "suspicious" configurations to which any implementation may 
go due to potential faults. It may be treated as a special fault model for a 
given transition or a fault function used in [8, 9]. 

Definition 3.7. Given configuration c and a configuration set C of an 
REFSM M, a parameterized input sequence a is said to confirm c in the set 
C if a separates c from every c' eC distinguishable from c. 

0 
We use distinguishing machines to derive configuration confirming 

sequences. To this end, we first generalize the notion of a distinguishing 
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machine of (M,(s, f)) for (N,(q, fl)) (Definition 3.3) to a set of EFSMs. 
Specifically, let N be a finite set of strongly initialized, consistent, 
completely specified, and observable, but not necessarily deterministic 
EFSMs, i.e., N = {(M~>(s~> ~ )), ... , (M~o(s"' t: )}, k~l. 

Definition 3.8. A distinguishing machine of (M,(s, f)) for N is defined 
as an EFSM constructed recursively, as tPllows. 
-The distwguishing machine of(M,(s, V)) for {(Mh(sh ~))}is [(M,(s, f))-

(Mh(sh v, ))]. l D D 
- Let i<k and [(M,(s ))-(Mh(s" v1 ))0 . . -(M;,(s;, V; ))],Qe the distinguishing 

machine of(M,(s, )) for {(M"(s0 v1 )), ••• , (M;,(s;:,~))}. Then the 
distinguishing machine of (M,(s, v )) for r{(Mds" v1 ))0 .. , (M;+1 ,(s;+~> fe1 ))} 

is the distinguwhing machine of [(M,(s, v))- (M~>(s~> v1 ))- •• • -(M;,(s;, 11; ))] 
for (M;+J,(si+h vi+ I)). 
We use Ll[(M,(s, f)), N] to denote the distinguishing machine of 

(M,(s, f)) for N. 
0 

The following property immediately follows from Definition 3.8 and 
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. 

Proposition 3.9. Given a finite set of machines N = {(M1,(s1, ~ )), ••• , 

(M~o(st, ft ))}, /el, let (s', s' ~> .. . ,s' k) be the state, where a sequence a takes 

the distinguishing machine Ll[(M,(s, f)), N] from the initial configuration. 

Then s'; =fail iff a is a separating sequence for (s, f) and (s;, ~ ). 
0 

If in the set N, M = M1 = ... = Mk then we use a simplified notation for the 
distinguishing machine, namely, Ll[M, (s, e), C], where c = {(sh ~ ), ... , 

(s"' fk )}. Proposition 3.9 implies the following. 

Corollary 3.10. Let C = {(s~> ~), ... ,(st.~)} contain only configurations 

distinguishable from (s}) and let (s', s'" ... , s'k) be the state, where a 
sequence a takes the distinguishing machine Ll[M, (s, f), CJ from the initial 
configuration. Then s'; =fail for all l:s;;i:::;;k iff a confirms (s, t') in the set C. 

It is clear that if C contains configurations indistinguishable from (s, ~ 
then one can always omit the corresponding substates from the 
distinguishing machine Ll[M, (s, f), C] without losing a CCS. To verify 
equivalence, a distinguishing machine for each configuration from C has 
first to be constructed. Once a configuration is found indistinguishable from 
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(s, -b\ it is removed from the set C. This may simplify the machine .d[M, 
(s, -b\ C]. 

A CCS may not exist even if (s, f) is distinguishable from every 
configuration in the set C. The situation is similar to SIS or UIO sequences 
of FSMs. A number of best-effort strategies can be applied when no CCS 
can be found0 One may attempt the search for an input sequence such that it 
confirms (s, v) in a maximal subset of C. In the graph of the distinguishing 
machine .d[M, (s, e), C], one has to find all the nodes with a maximal 
number of fail-substates and then determine a transfer sequence from the 
initial configuration to one of these node. If failed, one can resort to nodes 
with fewer fail-substates. It is also possible that one assigns certain weights 
to configurations in the set C that indicate how important is to distinguish 
each of them from the given configuration. Then the search has to be 
bounded for those states of a distinguishing machine whose weight exceeds a 
predefined limit. Alternatively, one may simply set a minimal percentage of 
configurations to be separated and solve a more modest task to reduce the 
complexity. 

Another way of alleviating the state explosion effect is to impose a limit I 
on the length of CCS, as discussed in Section 3.1. To derive a CCS of at 
most l inputs, one can directly construct an /-fragment of the distinguishing 
machine rather than determining the whole machine. 

The problem of CCS construction is a generalization of a well-known 
problem of deriving UIO for a minimal FSM to the class of EFSMs. The 
problem is PSPACE-complete even for FSMs [6]. Therefore, we have to 
look for approximation approaches to further alleviate the state explosion 
effect. Proper opportunities arise when all the configurations in the given set 
share a few common properties. 

3.3 CCS for configurations of given state 

Let (s, f) be a configuration to be confirmed in a finite set C = 
{(s~> ~ ), ... , (sk, ~ )}, such that s1= ... = sk = s' and all contexts ~ have an 

identical value of each context variable in v*~V, i.e., for all i=l, ... , k, viJ is 
constant for each v1E v*, where viJ denotes the }-component of the context ~ . 
The approach of Section 3.2 can be tried to solve the problem. To avoid a 
potential state explosion effect, caused by the number k of substates in a 
distinguishing machine, we prOIJ.OSe to approximate the behavior of k 
machines (M,(s1, ~ )), ••• , (M, (sk,V'k )) by a single machine using an EFSM 

projection. The projection is based on common properties of configurations. 
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Definition 3.11. Given an REFSM Manda subset of context variables v*, 
let v• be the set of all context variables that depend on any variable from 
the set V\v*, defined by context update operations and let v· denote the set 

v*\V* (the set v** is said to be a maximal closed subset of V). A v**
projection of M is defined as an EFSM, obtained from the REFSM M by 
projecting out all context variables not in v·, all the operations on them, 
output parameters defined by any operation on a variable not in v·, and by 
replacing every predicate over such variables by a True constant. We use 
MJ,v .. to denote the v**-projection of M 

0 
To define a projection of a strongly initialized machine, we also define a 

v· -projection of context ~ as a vector, obtained from ~ by deleting 

variables that are not in the set v**, denoted ~!.v ... Then the v**-projection of 

(M, (s;, ~) is a pair (MJ,v .. , (s;, ~ !.v .. )). Obviously, given a set C = 

{ (S1, ~ ), ... , (S1, ek)}, SUCh that Vif is constant for all v1E V and all i= 1, ... , k 

and the set v**, the machines (MJ,v .. , (s1, ~!.v .. )) are identical. Let (M!.v .. , (s1, 

e I J,f!OO)) be the Obtained projection. 
A sequence that confirms the configuration (s, t') in the set C may be 

found in the distinguishing machine [(M,(s, t'))-(MJ,vo•,(s', f 1 J-vo•))], as stated 
in the following. 

Proposition 3.12. If a parameterized input sequence a takes the 
distinguishing machine [(M,(s, f))-(MJ,vo•,(s1, t'•J,vo•))] from the initial 
configuration to a fail-state then it confirms the configuration (s, t') in the set 

of all configurations with state s' and any contexts ~ such that ~ J,vo• = 
e I J,voo, which includes the Set c. 

0 
The converse is not true. The method implied by this statement uses at 

most ISI(ISJ+ 1) states in the distinguishing machine instead of ISJ(ISJ+ 1 t 
states, the upper bound for the number of states in a machine of Proposition 
3.8. To further reduce the state number, one may confine the construction of 
this machine to its /-fragment, as discussed before. 

Example. Assume that the configuration (1; 0,0) of the EFSM M 
(Figure 1) has to be confirmed in all the configurations with state 2 with a 
sequence of at most two inputs. In this case, the set v* is empty, its closed 
subset v** is also an empty set. The v**-projection of the EFSM M is an FSM 
obtained from Mby erasing all predicates, variables, and operations on them. 
The obtained machine (MJ,vo•, 2) has the graph of the EFSM M (Figure 1) 
and we do not reproduce it here again. Figure 3 presents the /-fragment of 
the distinguishing machine [(M, (1; 0,0))-(MJ,vo•, 2)] for 1=2. The initial 
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configuration is (12; u=O, w=O). We have only two three paths to the fail
state, among which only one, labeled with ab, is executable. Thus, the input 
sequence ab confirms the configuration (1; 0,0) in the set of all 
configurations with state 2. 

Replace now state 2 by 4. The corresponding /-fragment of the 
distinguishing machine [(.M, (1; 0,0))-(MJ-vo•, 2)] for 1=2 contains, in fact, 
only two transitions from state 14 to the fail-state shown in Figure 3. The 
transition with a is not enabled, while the one with b is. It means that the 
input sequence b confirms the configuration (1; 0,0) in the set of all 
configurations with state 4. 

Figure 3. The /-fragment of the distinguishing machine [(M, (1; 0,0))-(M~~"'' 2)] for /=2 

Finally, we illustrate projections and their use when the set v* is not 
empty. Assume that the configuration (1; 0,0) of the EFSM M(Figure 1) has 
to be confirmed in all the configurations with state 3 and context variable 
u=l with a sequence of at most two inputs. We have v* ={u}. The closed 
subset v*' of this set is {u}, as the context variable u does not depend on w. 
The v*'-projection M.J..vo• is obtained from M (Figure 1) by erasing all 
statements and operations with the variable w in two transitions from state 1. 
We present here only the /-fragment of the distinguishing machine [(.M, (1; 
0,0))-(MJ,vo•, (3, u=l)] for /=2 in Figure 4. 

a,w0>41y,w0:= 0 

b, -.(u1=0)v(u0:;tu1)1z(u0) 

Figure 4. The /-fragment of [(M, (1; 0,0))-(M~V''' (3, u=1)] for /=2 
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The obtained machine has the context variables u0, w0, and u1• There are 
two executable paths from the initial configuration (13; u0=0, w0=0, u1=1) to 
the fail-state, namely, band ab. In other words, sequences band ab confirm 
the configuration (1; 0,0) in all the configurations with state 3 and context 
variable u=l. 

0 
The approach based on projections allows us to address the problem of 

CCS derivation even in a more general setting. 

3.4 CCS for configurations of several states 

Let (s, f) be a configuration to be confirmed in a finite set 3 = 
{ (s 1, ~ ), .•• , (st.~)}, where ~ is a vector of I ~·1 components and ~· is a 

given subset of V. Vector ~ is called a partial context if v* ::F- V. A partial 

context ~ represents, in fact, a set of contexts { f EDv If -l- v;' = ~ } ' so the 

set 3 is a set of configuration sets. States s1, ••• , sk are not necessarily 
different. If this list includes all states in the given EFSM M and, in addition, 

~· = 0 for all i=l, .. . ,k, then 3 represents all the possible configurations of 

M A parameterized input sequence a confirms c in the set 3 if a confirms c 
in every set of 3. 

A pair (M, (s;, ~ )) is said to be a weakly initialized EFSM (as opposed to 

strongly initialized machines, defined in Section 2). Let ~ .. be the maximal 

closed subset ofthe set ~·.For each machine (M, (s;, ~))we determine its 

~ .. -projection (M.J, v;'", (s;, ~ .J, v," )). Now, for each machine (M.J, v," ,(s;, 

~ .J, v," )), we can verify whether the configuration (s, f) of M can be 

separated from the configuration (s;, ~ .J, v,") of M-l- v,". If so, there exists a 

sequence that confirms the configuration (s, f) in the set of configurations 

represented by state s; and partial context ~. The distinguishing machine 

[(M, (s, f))-(M.J, v,", (s;, ~ .J, v," ))] can be used to solve the problem. 

Hereinafter, we assume, with no loss of generality, that the configuration is 
distinguishable from the initial configuration of each machine in the set 

{(M.J,vt, (s,, ~ .J,vt )), ... , (M.J,vt, (st. ~ .J,vt ))} = N. 
The distinguishing machine of (M, (s, f)) for the set of machines N 

possesses the following property. 
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Proposition 3.13. Let 3 = {(s~> ~), ... , (s.b ~)} be a finite set of 

configuration sets such that there exists a sequence that confirms (s, V) in 

each configuration set represented by (s;, ~),and let (s', s\, ... ,s'k) be a state, 

where a sequence a takes the distinguishing machine L1[(M,(s, V)), N] from 
the initial configuration. If s'; = failfor all1::;igthen a confirms (s, V) in the 
set 3. 

0 
If the distinguishing machine has no state with k fail-substates, one may 

try to determine a sequence that takes the distinguishing machine into a state 
that has a maximal number of fail-substates. Once found, such a sequence 
confirms a given configuration in a maximal number of sets in the given set 
3. In fact, all the strategies discussed in Section 3.2 are applicable here as 
well. 

Example. Assume that the configuration (1; 0,0) of the EFSM M 
(Figure 1) has to be confirmed in the set of sets of configurations { (1; 0,5), 
(3; u=l), (2), (4)} with a sequence of at most two inputs. In Section 3.1, we 
have determined that (1; 0,0) and (1; 0,5) are distinguishable; input a 
separates them. In Section 3.3, it is established that there are input sequences 
that confirm (1; 0,0) in each of the configuration sets (3; u=1), (2), and (4). 
Now we want to determine whether there exists a single input sequence of at 
most two inputs that confirms (1; 0,0) in at least three sets among (1; 0,5), (3; 
u=1), (2), and (4). To this end, we construct the /-fragment of the 
distinguishing machine of (M, (1; 0,0)) for the four machines, considered in 
Section 3.1 and 3.2. Since we are interested in finding a sequence that 
confirms the given configuration in at least three sets, we further exclude 
from the /-fragment each path in the graph that leads to a node with two or 
fewer fail-substates. The obtained fragment is presented in Figure 5. 

b,U0*U1/\(U0*UzV 
-,(u2=0))/z(u0) 

Figure 5. A fragment of the distinguishing machine of (M, (1; 0,0)) for four machines 
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Here the variables u0, w0 belong to the original machine M; u~> w1 belong 
to the first machine with the initial configuration (1; 0,5); and u2 to the third 
machine with the initial configuration (3; u=1). Thus, (11324; u0=0, w0=0, 
u1=0, w1=5, u2=1) is the initial configuration of the distinguishing machine. 
In the graph, there are eight nodes with three or four fail-substates and to 
solve the problem, it is sufficient to find an executable sequence that takes 
the machine from the initial configuration to one of these nodes. 

By direct inspection, one may see that in Figure 5, there is only one 
executable path to the node (4fff4) caused by the input sequence ab. It means 
that ab confirms the configuration ( 1; 0,0) of the EFSM Min the set of sets 
of configurations {(1; 0,5), (3; u=1), (2)}. 

4. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK 

The list of papers addressing the issue of test derivation from EFSM 
specifications constantly grows in spite of the fact that all problems easily 
become intractable for non-trivial EFSMs. Most research concentrates on 
finding executable test cases that attempt to cover both the control flow and 
data flow aspects of an EFSM [10-21]. Symbolic execution and constraint 
solving appear as standard techniques for dealing with a general type of 
machines, though some researchers look for special EFSM classes, where 
the problems become somewhat easier and could be solved by other 
techniques. 

Few attempts have been reported so far regarding the problem of 
state/configuration confirming sequence generation from an EFSM 
specification. Many papers mention using state verification sequences, 
usually in form of UIO, for checking the tail state of transitions. However, a 
formal definition along with a method of computation of these sequences for 
an EFSM can rarely be found in those papers. To the best of out knowledge, 
[22] and [23] are the few exceptions. [22] confines itself to a restricted class 
of EFSMs, while [23] addresses a wider class of EFSMs. [23] defines a so
called context independent unique sequence and presents an algorithm for 
computing it, while [22] attempts at finding a more general type of UIO. In 
both works, sequences are intended to verify only a destination state and not 
a destination configuration that includes state as well as context of the EFSM, 
opposed to the approach developed in this paper. Note that our approach can 
be adjusted to solve the problems considered in [22] and [23], due to its 
flexibility. 

Note that in the realm of pure FSMs, the problem reduces to SIS or UIO 
generation for a reduced machine, which is a long-standing problem. It was 
addressed in a number of works, such as [7, 24, 6]. Compared to these 
techniques, our method, when applied to the FSM model, is similar to Gill's 
successor trees. Our notion of distinguishing machine is, in tum, pretty close 
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to the FSM product used in many papers, mainly related to model checking 
and test derivation [25-28]. A distinguishing machine in this paper can be 
composed of several machines, whose behavior is compared to that of the 
specification machine, as in context of model checking. However, we further 
develop this notion to deal with the EFSM model. 

Model checking techniques have already been tried for test derivation by 
many researchers, see, e.g., [29-32]. In these works, a product of two 
machines (one of them is a specification machine) has also been used to 
derive a test case that either fulfils a given test purpose (modeled by a 
second machine) or reveals a certain fault modeled by a mutated 
specification machine (a second machine). Even when a product machine is 
not explicitly constructed, as in, e.g., [ 19], it provides a theoretical 
foundation for the results. We further extend the concept of a product to a 
so-called distinguishing machine of a specification machine for a few 
machines that are obtained from the specification machine by projections 
and assigning proper initial configurations. It allows us to address a new (for 
the EFSM model) problem of determining the most "powerful" 
configuration-confirming sequence and apply widely used traversal methods, 
just as all the previous attempts did, to find a solution. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We investigated the problem of construction of a configuration 
confirming sequence for the EFSM model, specifically, given a 
configuration and an arbitrary set of configurations, determine an input 
sequence such that the EFSM in the given configuration produces an output 
sequence different from that of the configurations in the given set or at least 
in a maximal proper subset. The problem was also generalized to consider a 
set of configuration sets. We demonstrated that the problem can be reduced 
to the EFSM traversal problem, so that the existing methods and tools 
developed in the context of model checking become applicable. The 
theoretical framework for determining configuration-confirming sequences 
based on projections and products of EFSMs was presented. Based on this 
framework, a number of test derivation strategies with various heuristics 
could be elaborated and we indicated a few of them in this paper. 

The approach to confirming sequence generation developed in this paper 
can be used to improve any existing test derivation tool that typically uses a 
model checker mainly to derive executable preambles and postambles. A 
most "powerful" confirming sequence satisfying user constraints could be 
generated and appended to the test body of a test case if desired. We believe 
that the techniques, based on projection and product elaborated in this paper, 
facilitate precise specification of requirements to configuration confirming 
sequences. The test designer may thus be provided with a new facility of 
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incorporating test or fault hypotheses into the test derivation process. The 
added value would be in improved fault coverage of tests, according to the 
needs of the test designer. An attractive feature of our approach is its 
compatibility with a current practice of deriving tests from test purposes. 

Our current work involves experiments with SDL specifications and a 
model checker to demonstrate the applicability of our approach to real 
systems. 
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